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The New Childcare Bible—A Must-Have Whether You Have Occasional Sitters or a Full-Time Nanny Finding the right caregiver can
be one of the most life-changing decisions a parent makes. Whether it's a kindly neighbor for the weekday latchkey hours, a
teenage babysitter one night a week, or a full-time professional nanny, the right caregiver can enrich a child's world and literally
grow her brain. Hire the wrong one, and this person could cause developmental delays and stress for the entire family. In her
groundbreaking new book, Secrets of the Nanny Whisperer: A Practical Guide for Finding and Achieving the Gold Standard of
Care for Your Child, nationally recognized parenting expert Tammy Gold draws from her extensive background in child
developmental psychology, social work, and family therapy to offer the first childcare bible for parents. Knowing the impact
caregivers have on children coupled with the unregulated often unknown world of in-home childcare workers, Gold has devoted
her professional career, and now this book, to helping parents navigate through this important--and woefully overlooked--process.
She arms parents with invaluable tools, tips, and insider secrets to finding the perfect caregiver-family match. Gold's Family Needs
Assessment helps parents identify the traits and conditions that are "must-haves," added "pluses," or nonnegotiable "deal
breakers." Parents can then use this list of qualities to quickly weed out unqualified candidates. She also details what to ask over
the phone and in a face-to-face interview, how to structure a trial run (which she deems essential), and what to spell out in a
Nanny-Family Work Agreement--another essential tool included in the book. Readers learn her "Nanny Speak 1-2-3" technique to
help clarify and resolve issues with the caregiver in a productive, positive way. In addition to saving hours and energy, Parents will
also discover as much about parenting as they will about finding a nanny. Secrets of the Nanny Whisperer is chock-full of
parenting gems about children's developmental stages, ways to nurture and stimulate the child, and essential strategies for
maintaining harmonious and high-functioning parent-child-caregiver relationships. This book is a must read for parents who want
to create a happier, healthier and safer childcare experience for their child.
Book & CD. The ability to communicate well is a key marker of success in any environment, particularly in the world of work. This
book is based on the widely used and respected "The Communication Handbook", written by a team of dedicated communicators
and higher education specialists. Although the material has been substantially reworked and expanded, the focus remains on
different forms of communication. The emphasis is placed on writing as a communication tool, particularly within the business
environment. To support this, each chapter contains numerous exercises to enable the student to practise the skills learnt. An
exciting addition to this text is the inclusion of online interactive exercises for students. The drilling exercises will enable students
to reinforce the principles that have been explained and tested in the book, but in a fun, interactive and learning-enabled way.
Lecturers can use the range of exercises to ensure that students are prepared before class and to reinforce the theories and
techniques taught in the classroom. (The package is being piloted at a major South African university). The authors draw from
substantial experience in the classroom and from close contact with business and industry. For that reason a student working
through this book will be well prepared to communicate with success in the business environment.
A new investigation of the role of the modern soldier/diplomat and the nature of military negotiation, in comparison with negotiation
in other key contexts. This new book presents a detailed analysis of the role of the military in current operations as negotiators and
liaison workers in the field. It shows how very few in the academic world are writing on this specific role of the military and the
nature of negotiation in this situation, and such a volatile context. This publication is a first in this context, and has a keen audience
in light of the current world order. This study breaks new ground in analyzing the nature of military negotiation in relation to more
generic forms of negotiation, and assessing the role of the modern soldier/diplomat in recent deployments around the world. The
author is an academic working within the military environment, very few people have the same capacity and accessibility to
firsthand evidence and observation. Whilst peacekeeping has grown in the last decade or so, no-one has successfully investigated
the role of the military and their approach to non-violent conflict resolution on the ground as few have access to such work to make
a viable detailed assessment of the nature of negotiation in a violent context, but Dr Goodwin is able to do so.
Negotiating skills play a crucial role in any manager's relationship with customers, suppliers and colleaugues. This book provides
an outline of the factors which contribute to successful and constructive negotiating. It addresses creating the right environment,
researching, opening the meeting, proposing, summarizing and confirming, and evaluating performance. This book has been fully
revised for the In a Week series relaunch.
Die deutsche Ausgabe des Bestsellers Never Split the Difference Über viele Jahre war Chris Voss beim FBI als
Verhandlungsführer bei Geiselnahmen aktiv. Er verhandelte während seiner Tätigkeit mit einer Vielzahl von Kriminellen wie
Bankräubern und Terroristen. In seinem Buch Keine Kompromisse führt der Experte für Extremsituationen die Leser in die Welt
der knallharten Verhandlungen ein. Und zeigt, worauf es ankommt, wenn es ums Ganze geht. Das Leben besteht schließlich aus
Verhandlungen, auf die man besser gut vorbereitet ist: angefangen beim Autokauf, über Gehalts- oder Mietverhandlungen,
berufliche Verhandlungen bis hin zu Diskussionen mit dem Partner. Dieses Buch mit seinem Fokus auf emotionale Intelligenz und
Intuition verschafft den Lesern bei Diskussionen den entscheidenden Vorteil: Neun effektive Prinzipien wie aktives Zuhören und
taktische Empathie, sorgen dafür, dass man privat und beruflich alles im Griff hat und immer überzeugt.
This book will help you see that management is a responsibility, not a reward; this changes the fundamental mindset and in doing
so makes you a better manager. You will learn: How to focus on what you need to achieve How to improve the day to day
activities and outputs of your team How to avoid taking on too much ownership How to develop your people to make their, and
your, jobs easier How to survive (and thrive) when times are tough Sunday: Get your paradigm right Monday: Improve your focus
Tuesday: Improve your communication Wednesday: Improve your individuals, including yourself Thursday: Improve your
processes Friday: Improve your teamwork Saturday: Use a ruler, not rules
Successful negotiation requires understanding your counterpart’s culture, their feelings, habits and values. When planning to do
business with suppliers and other partners in Asia, thorough preparation is essential in order to avoid misunderstandings,
confrontations and disappointments, and to ensure the mutually desired success. This book offers a comprehensive guide to
communication, argumentation, and negotiation by demonstrating success pathways with a focus on specific types of negotiator or
negotiation partner from the different regions of the Asian continent. Readers will learn to negotiate the Chinese, the Indian and
the Japanese way, and come to understand how Asians approach negotiations. Written by a truly international author, both
academic and practitioner, with extensive experience in both Eastern and Western cultures, this book offers a valuable resource
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for anyone who relies on successfully negotiating with Asian partners.
This book is a strategy guide for salespeople to help them level the procurement playing field by showing readers how to assess
the game procurement plays, describing proven ways to resist discounting and protect margins, demonstrating ways to keep value
at the forefront of negotiations, offering targeted tactics to protect hard-earned profits from mindless discounting, and detailing
eight strategies effective in any type of pricing negotiation. Negotiating with Backbone brings together key insights, actionable
practices, and state-of-the-art tools for: Resisting discounting, and keeping value at the forefront of negotiations Implementing
targeted tactics to protect hard-earned profits Negotiating with price buyers, relationship buyers, value buyers, and "poker players"
The Truth About Negotiations, Second Edition shares even more proven principles for handling virtually every negotiation
situation. Building on her widely praised First Edition, Leigh Thompson delivers more than 50 real solutions for the make-or-break
scenarios faced by every negotiator. In this edition, Thompson adds powerful new “truths” and techniques for negotiating across
generations and cultures, negotiating in virtual/online environments, and more. Thompson:¿ Provides realistic game plans that
work in any negotiation situation Focuses on the two key tasks of any negotiation: how to create win-win deals by leveraging
information carefully collected from the other party; and how to effectively lay claim to part of the win-win goldmine Demonstrates
how to handle less-than-perfect situations, such as getting called on a bluff, establishing trust with someone you don’t trust,
recognizing when to walk away, negotiating with people you don’t like — and conversely, negotiating with people you love, and
who love you¿
Negotiation permeates every aspect of our lives, from our home to our work. Whether you consider yourself a novice or expert,
there is always room to improve your negotiation performance. With easily replicable tools throughout, this book offers everything
you need to know for an MBA in negotiation, but without the expense and time-consuming study. It will help you improve both your
confidence and ability, and equip you with all the skills and tools needed for successful negotiation. Negotiation is more than
buying and selling, more than winning and more than streetwise manipulation; it’s creating a successful deal that will lead to a
fruitful relationship with the other party. In this book, the author demonstrates how we can all become more effective negotiators in
business, and our everyday lives, by combining theory with real-life examples and offering practical tips. At the end of each
chapter, your knowledge will be tested and the learning reaffirmed to enable you to walk into any negotiation confidently. This book
is essential reading to all students taking part in an MBA program, as well as anyone with an interest in negotiation. Whether you
need help negotiating a new kitchen installation, a better salary or a multi-million-pound business deal, this book will give you the
competitive edge to get there.
Effective negotiations lead to sustainable partnerships, help both parties to achieve higher goals than they would alone and allow
organizations to avoid the costly price of conflict. This book outlines a simple and powerful method of negotiating, either in person
or virtually. The Practical Negotiation Handbook outlines a tried and tested five-step process for negotiating lasting agreements,
with best practice case examples, checklists and tools. This thoroughly practical guide brings together over 25 years of the
author's experience negotiating in a variety of countries and contexts to give you the confidence to negotiate any kind of contract
or agreement, large or small. Using a 'solution-focused' approach which centres around preferred outcomes rather than conflicts,
and on questioning and listening to the other party rather than trying to convince or impose and making assumptions, this
pragmatic book will help build your profile as an ethical and respected negotiator. From contextual analysis and goal preparation to
the importance of communication and building an offer, it cuts through the theory and clearly outlines the skills needed to influence
the outcome and implementation of any negotiation.
Explains the strategies, tactics, and techniques of negotiation, covering diverse types of negotiation situations, the goals of buyers,
the power of taking risks, how to make concessions the smart way, how to negotiate within your own organization, and more
Alain Lempereur, Professor at ESSEC Business School, presents the key elements of a successful negotiation. The three
elements of negotiation are: people, problems and process. The first important sequence in negotiation is to show empathy. Then
you have to choose between being cooperative or competitive. Cooperation from both sides will leat to a win-win equilibrium.
When negotiating you should always look to create value.
To help readers learn how to become a confident and successful negotiator, Forsyth reveals in clear, practical terms the best
techniques, strategies and ploys of expert negotiating and bargaining.
The Essential Guide to the Power of Persuasion In The Only Negotiating Guide You’ll Ever Need, Peter Stark and Jane Flaherty,
celebrated consultants to some of the country’s top companies, take the dread out of persuasion. Their 101 Winning Tactics make
powerful negotiating skills easy and accessible, giving you tools and knowledge you can put to use right away. Each tactic is on a
single page, with a clever and memorable name, a true-to-life example of how to use it, and suggested counter tactics in case
someone tries it on you. All 101 tactics are so accessible and empowering that you will find yourself using them immediately--and
maybe not just at work. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Successful Negotiating in a Week
Considers S. 1046 and miscellaneous related bills, to amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase hourly minimum
wage, extend coverage to certain categories of workers, and exclude certain other worker categories.
The ordeal of negotiating with North Koreans during the Cold War has left the impression of a crazy and bizarre diplomacy, of
negotiators who insult and provoke their Western counterparts while fabricating crises and fomenting discord. As "Negotiating on
the Edge" reveals, however, there is not only a method to this madness but also an ongoing shift toward a less provocative
negotiating style.Drawing on interviews with an eminent cast of U.S. officials and marshalling extensive research on North Korea
past and present, Scott Snyder traces the historical and cultural roots of North Korea's negotiating behavior and exposes the full
range of tactics in its diplomatic arsenal. He explains why North Koreans behave as they do, and he argues that there is, in fact,
an internal logic to what often seems to be outrageous conduct.Finally, Snyder explores how economic desperation and the end of
the Cold War have forced North Korea to modify its negotiating style and objectives. Focusing on the U.S. negotiating experience
with North Korea in the 1990s, Snyder also deals comparatively with recent South Korean and multilateral attempts to engage
Pyongyang."
The negotiations of the Paris Agreement on climate change come to life through detailed insider accounts and in-depth analyses.
Effective negotiation skills just got easier There was a time, not that long ago, when negotiation was seen, in the main, as the
province of industrial relations folk and car-sales advisers. But, no longer! Repeated financial crises have squeezed profit margins
and, in some markets, discouraged buyers from making marginal purchases or continuing habitual expenditure. Managers have
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found themselves in the frontline of the expectation to achieve better value for money, and the starting point for this is to shop
around and explore the offers made by new suppliers, and/or to negotiate better deals with existing suppliers. Even if your job
doesn't involve negotiation, then you might still be an active negotiator when replacing your car, moving house or even selling last
season's wardrobe! The truth is that being a good negotiator has become a life skill, enabling those who are good at it not just to
save money, but also to upgrade their computer, television or lawnmower with little or no increase in outgoings - and enhancing
their reputation in the process. Becoming an effective negotiator is certainly within the scope of the majority of people. At its
simplest, it involves thinking out what you want, planning how you'd like to get it and developing your powers of persuasion to
convince other people that you are simply being reasonable. This book will help you to plan to become a better negotiator through
being better prepared for meetings, planning clear and realistic objectives for a negotiation, maintaining concentration and making
logical proposals that create agreement in the other party. - Sunday: Creating the right environment - Monday: Researching your
objectives - Tuesday: People and places - Wednesday: Breaking the ice - Thursday: The agenda - Friday: Concluding - Saturday:
Learning from your experiences
Improve your negotiating skills with this practical guide. It provides an outline of the factors which contribute to successful and
constructive negotiating. It addresses creating the right environment, researching, opening the meeting, proposing, summarising
and confirming, and evaluating performance. An accompanying cassette is also available.
"Bubbling over with useful ideas." —Independent "Hard-wired to reality. Hype free and brutally honest." —Business Age "Practical,
down-to-earth advise of great value to would-be entrepreneurs." —Sir Adrian Cadbury "I was hooked. A really useful DIY manual
for success." —Personnel Today "Exhiliration. Fright. Bewilerment. Exultation." —Career Development International "A Complete
toolkit for the ambitious entrpreneur. Success, happiness and your first million within your grasp." —The Citizen "A gem of a book.
A source of ideas and inspiration to any manager." — Professor Richard Teare, Oxford Brookes University "A good easy read. I
agree with everything." —Philip Vale, Durham University Business School "That depth of understanding entrepreneurial business
which can only come from doing it." —Baron Prestoungrange, Co-founder, MCB University Press "Recommended reading for any
frustrated executive considering going it alone." —Gulf Business There are better ways to becoming a millionaire than trudging to
your local store to buy a lottery ticket every week. The fact is your chances are 14 million to one. If you entered the lottery once
every week, then—sure—you can expect to win. About once in every two hundred and seventy thousand years! But still there are
those who believe that if they sit and listen as number after number is called out on the TV, that this will be their week. Their lucky
break. Then there are those that know that they must do more than watch spinning balls to make their lives a success; that in
order to do more, to have more, to become master of their own destiny—they must change. They must act. And this book is for
them. Enter Richard Dobbins and Barrie O. Pettman, two self-made millionaires who reveal the secrets of their fantastic business
achievements and personal fortunes. What Self-Made Millionaires Really Think, Know and Do does not rely on a mystical system,
flimsy hype or unbelievable get-rich-quick schemes. Instead it offers practical and realistic advice for turning your brilliant ideas
into a money-making business reality. What Self-Made Millionaires Really Think, Know and Do guides you from business idea to
market acclaim. You will discover the secrets of real business - from thinking creatively and setting clear goals to negotiating skills,
leadership and liberating time management. It is illustrated throughout with superb success stories and anecdotes from the
authors' remarkable careers. Dobbins and Pettman provide a complete toolkit for the ambitious entrepreneur. They provide proven
methods for getting what you want in life; success, happiness and your first million. It's not an easy walk in the park, but if you are
serious about dramatically changing your life, it’s all within your grasp. And it’s all in here.

" ?Learn in a week, what the experts learn about negotiation in a lifetime The ability to negotiate brilliantly is crucial to
anyone who wants to advance their career. And the most experienced negotiators are the ones who are most aware that
they have more to learn. The highly motivational `in a week? structure of this book explains the essentials of negotiating
over seven straightforward chapters: Sunday: Get your preparation right Monday: Who will I meet? Tuesday: Higher-level
techniques Wednesday: Exchanging proposals and trading concessions Thursday: Listening and consulting skills Friday:
The small print Saturday: Keep track of successful outcomes At the end there are questions to ensure you have taken it
all in. Cartoons, diagrams and visual aids throughout help make Negotiate Even Better Deals In A Week an enjoyable
and effective learning experience. So what are you waiting for? Let this book put you on the fast track to success in
negotiation!? "
The ability to negotiate is a skill that nobody in business should be without. In this short, accessible book, Peter Fleming
shares a lifetime of hard-earned wisdom and practical advice, giving you, in straightforward language, all the expertise
you need to be a great negotiator. The 'in a week' structure explains the essentials of negotiation over just 7 days. At the
end there are questions to ensure you have taken it all in and cartoons, diagrams and visual aids throughout help make
Negotiation Skills In A Week an enjoyable and effective learning experience. So what are you waiting for? Take the fast
track to successful negotiation, without cutting corners.
Leadership In A Week is a simple and straightforward guide to leadership success, giving you everything you need to
know in just seven short chapters. From inspiring others and gaining their support, to setting priorities, giving direction
and making decisions, you'll explore your inner resources and discover your untapped leadership qualities. This book
introduces you to the main themes and ideas of leading, giving you a basic knowledge and understanding of the key
concepts, together with practical and thought-provoking exercises. Whether you choose to read it in a week or in a single
sitting, Leadership In A Week is your fastest route to success: - Sunday: Self-awareness - Monday: Understanding
people - Tuesday: Communication - Wednesday: Authority and power - Thursday: Making decisions - Friday: Connecting
and linking - Saturday: Vision and inspiration ABOUT THE SERIES In A Week books are for managers, leaders, and
business executives who want to succeed at work. From negotiating and content marketing to finance and social media,
the In A Week series covers the business topics that really matter and that will help you make a difference today. Written
in straightforward English, each book is structured as a seven-day course so that with just a little work each day, you will
quickly master the subject. In a fast-changing world, this series enables readers not just to get up to speed, but to get
ahead.
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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A Fortune 500 company consultant and creator of the popular Wharton business school negotiating course explains how
to interact with real-world, unpredictable people in order to achieve desired goals, providing coverage of such topics as
avoiding miscommunication and making unequal trades.
The ability to manage difficult people successfully is crucial to anyone who wants to advance their career. Written by
David Cotton, leading expert as both a coach and practitioner, this book quickly teaches you the insider secrets you need
to know to in order to successfully manage difficult people. The highly motivational 'in a week' structure of the book
provides seven straightforward chapters explaining the key points, and at the end there are optional questions to ensure
you have taken it all in. There are also cartoons and diagrams throughout, to help make this book a more enjoyable and
effective learning experience. So what are you waiting for? Let this book put you on the fast track to success! Sunday:
Understanding and preventing difficult behaviour Monday: Developing your skills for managing difficult people Tuesday:
More advanced skills for managing difficult people Wednesday: Managing specific types of difficult behaviour Thursday:
Feedback that works and critical converstions Friday: Managing conflict Saturday: Getting support and escalating issues
This is what this book brings you: You support climate protection, quickly receive compact information and checklists
from experts (overview and press comments in the book preview) as well as advice that has been tested in practice,
which also leads to success step by step thanks to AddOn. Because in today's debate culture with sometimes very
heated discussions, it is particularly important to be communicatively convincing and also to react to verbal attacks with
confidence. The good news is: Authentic self-confidence, a confident demeanor and a calm approach to criticism can be
learned. But at the same time, it is also important to recognize interpersonal digital power games as well as other
people's communicative tricks and tactics, and to understand manipulative communication strategies. This book provides
the strategic arsenal to be communicatively prepared for any situation. Good luck and have fun reading. We give you the
best possible help on the topics of career, finance, management, personnel work and life assistance. For this purpose,
we gather in each book the best experts in their field as authors - detailed biographies in the book - , who give a
comprehensive overview of the topic and additionally offer you success planner workbooks in printed form. Our
guidebooks are aimed primarily at beginners. Readers who are looking for more in-depth information can get it for free as
an add-on with individual content in German and English as desired. This concept is made possible by a particularly
efficient, innovative digital process and Deep Learning, AI systems that use neural networks in translation. Moreover, we
give at least 5 percent of our proceeds from book sales to social and sustainable projects. For example, we endow
scholarships or support innovative ideas as well as climate protection initiatives and in some cases also receive
government funding for this. With our translations from German into English we improve the quality of neural machine
learning and thus contribute to international understanding. You can find out more on the website of our Berufebilder
Yourweb Institute. Publisher Simone Janson is also a bestselling author and was one of the 20 most important German
bloggers as well as columnist and author of renowned media such as WELT, Wirtschaftswoche or ZEIT - more about her
in Wikipedia.
Sales professionals now confront the most serious threat to their success. Regardless of their size, industry, country,
customer type, nature of the relationship or amount of value they provide, sales professionals are finding that purchasing
decisions are increasingly being limited by procurement. The modern procurement function is purchasing on steroids.
Where traditional purchasing managers negotiated, procurement officials attempt to dictate. Procurement deploys a
variety of tactics designed to do one thing: gain unprecedented discounts and concessions out of even the most
sophisticated sales professionals. This book is a strategy guide for salespeople to help them level the procurement
playing field by showing readers how to assess the game procurement plays, describing proven ways to resist
discounting and protect margins, demonstrating ways to keep value at the forefront of negotiations, offering targeted
tactics to protect hard-earned profits from mindless discounting, and detailing eight strategies effective in any type of
pricing negotiation. This book will be an invaluable resource for B2B sales professionals, customer-facing professionals,
and executives responsible for leading successful sales organizations.
The basic assumption of this book is that the organization of a negotiation process matters.The global negotiations on
climate change involve over 180 countries and innumerable observers and other participants, addressing enormously
complex and economically vital issues with conflicting agendas. For the UN to create an effective and well-supported
international regime has required enormous and very skilful organization: factors such as the role of the Chair, the choice
of negotiating arenas, the rules for the conduct of business and the approach of negotiating texts are usually taken for
granted, and rarely attract attention until something goes wrong.This book explores how the negotiations were organized
to produce the Kyoto Protocol to the Climate Change Convention and the subsequent Bonn Agreements and Marrakesh
Accords. The author draws out the lessons and implications for other intricate and far-reaching negotiations, not all of
which have succeeded so far, such as the WTO trade negotiations at Seattle and Cancun.This is essential reading for all
participants in and organizers of international negotiations; and for researchers and students of international relations,
climate change and environmental studies.
Winner! - CMI Management Book of the Year 2017 – Practical Manager category Master the art of negotiation and gain
the competitive advantage Now revised and updated, the second edition of The Negotiation Book will teach you about
one of the most important skills in business. We all have to negotiate at some point; whether in the office or at home and
good negotiation skills can have a profound effect on our lives – both financially and personally. No other skill will give
you a better chance of optimizing your success and your organization's success. Every time you negotiate, you are
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looking for an increased advantage. This book delivers it, whilst ensuring the other party also comes away feeling good
about the deal. Nothing will put you in a stronger position to build capacity, build negotiation strategies and facilitate
negotiations through to successful conclusions. The Negotiation Book: Explains the importance of planning, dynamics
and strategies Will help you understand the psychology, tactics and behaviours of negotiation Teaches you how to
conduct successful win-win negotiations Gives you the competitive advantage
**Instant Wall Street Journal Bestseller** “A joy to read.” —Douglas Stone and Sheila Heen, authors of Difficult
Conversations “Like having a negotiation coach in your corner…giving you the courage to ask for more.” —Linda Babcock,
author of Women Don’t Ask Ask for More shows that by asking better questions, you get better answers—and better
results from any negotiation. Negotiation is not a zero-sum game. It’s an essential skill for your career that can also
improve your closest relationships and your everyday life, but often people shy away from it, feeling defeated before
they’ve even started. In this groundbreaking new book on negotiation, Ask for More, Alexandra Carter—Columbia law
professor and mediation expert who has helped students, business professionals, the United Nations, and more—offers a
straightforward, accessible approach anyone can use to ask for and get more. We’ve been taught incorrectly that the
loudest and most assertive voice prevails in any negotiation, or otherwise both sides compromise, ending up with less.
Instead Carter shows that you get far more value by asking the right questions of the person you’re negotiating with than
you do from arguing with them. She offers a simple yet powerful ten-question framework for successful negotiation where
both sides emerge victorious. Carter’s proven method extends far beyond one “yes” and instead creates value that lasts
a lifetime. Ask for More gives you the tools to bring clarity and perspective to any important discussion, no matter the
topic.
This summary is a separate companion to Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In by Roger Fisher,
William L. Ury, Bruce Patton. Have you ever bought a book with the intention of making positive changes in your life, and
then a month later nothing has changed? A month after you've finished reading the book, life gets busy, and you forget
many of the important ideas you've just read. Use this summary to quickly review the most important ideas from the book
and get back on track to achieving the positive life-changing results you bought the book to obtain. Millions of people
worldwide use book summaries to quickly re-learn important concepts from the books they've read. Learn a better way to
negotiate. A must-read business book based on the Harvard Negotiation Project. Learn the best practices for negotiation
and conflict resolution. Move beyond typical confrontational position-based negotiation. Turn conflict into productive
mutually beneficial win-win solutions. Use interest-based negotiation to experience the benefits of building trusting and
fruitful long-term working relationships. Summary Table of Contents: Everyone Negotiates to Convince Others to Accept
Their Ideas Never Show up to a Negotiation Unprepared Always Be Conscious of the Irrational 'Human' Factor
Negotiations Take Place on Two Separate Levels Make the Rational Level the Primary Focus of the Negotiation How to
Work Productively with the Other Party Instead of being Adversaries The Most Common Pitfall of the Inexperienced
Negotiator How to Focus a Negotiation Negotiate Based on Interests-Not Positions Common Needs Which Motivate
People There Are Two Important Steps to a Successful Negotiation Evaluate Potential Solutions Using Objective Criteria
Ask the Other Party to Justify Their Solutions Using Objective Criteria Unique Negotiations Where There Are No
Established Objective Criteria Dealing with Dirty Negotiation Tactics Good Communication Is Critical to Negotiating
Effectively The top performers in every field are reading at least two books a week. Don't get left behind! Please note:
This is a separate companion summary of the most important ideas from the book - not the original full-length book.
Selling In 4 Weeks is a comprehensive guide to sales, giving you everything you need to know in one place. Made up of
four bestselling books in one, this book delivers a complete course in selling. From strategy and account management to
negotiation and customer service you'll discover all the tools, techniques and strategies you need to get your selling right.
This book introduces you to the main themes and ideas of sales, giving you a knowledge and understanding of the key
concepts, together with practical and thought-provoking exercises. Whether you choose to work through it like a 4 week
course or dip in and out, Selling In 4 Weeks is your fastest route to success: Week 1: Successful Selling In A Week Week
2: Successful Key Account Management In A Week Week 3: Successful Negotiating In A Week Week 4: Successful
Customer Care In A Week ABOUT THE SERIES In A Week books are for managers, leaders, and business executives
who want to succeed at work. From negotiating and content marketing to finance and social media, the In A Week series
covers the business topics that really matter and that will help you make a difference today. Written in straightforward
English, each book is structured as a seven-day course so that with just a little work each day, you will quickly master the
subject. In a fast-changing world, this series enables readers not just to get up to speed, but to get ahead.
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